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APTA Tunnel Peer Review Panel Briefing Documents
The Los Angeles Times has requested a copy of a briefing binder that has been
compiled and provided to the APTA Tunnel Peer Review Panel. The briefing
binder contains various reports on a number of tunneling project throughout the
city as well as background information on the Metro Red Line project and
tunneling technical reports. The reporter also requested the names of the peer
review panel members, when they plan to meet, and when will they complete
their report. Board members interested in receiving a copy of the briefing binder
given to the peer review panel can contact Rick Thorpe in Metro’s Construction
Project Management Office at (213) 922-7267.
Metro Orange Line Pre-Revenue Service
Metro Orange Line pre-revenue service will start this coming Sunday with the
first Metro Liner leaving eastbound from Warner Center at 3:40 a.m and
westbound, leaving the North Hollywood station at 4:43 a.m. The 60-foot
articulated coaches will crisscross the San Fernando Valley on a minute-byminute schedule mirroring the daily commuter service. The headways will be
timed to match the arrival and departure of Metro Red Line trains at the North
Hollywood Station.
Agency-wide Risk Assessment
When the Board approved the Financial Standards, they required that we
conduct an annual risk assessment. At my direction and under the leadership of
Management Audit Service (MAS), the agency wide risk assessment project has
been initiated. KPMG LLP has been selected to conduct the risk assessment
with MAS.
A memo will be going out shortly inviting you to participate in the process. I
would like to obtain your input and feedback on key areas of risk.
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